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From: The Akurians 

Date: 5/20/2012 9:21:55 PM 

To: The Akurians 

Subject: 0139 - CREATION AROUND YOU - 20 MAY 2012.doc 

  

    

CREATION AROUND YOU 
20 May 2012  28 Iyyar  5772 

        A caution to our Newbies … if you can't perform and participate with us:  form a 
Sun Link and pour energies into this Training Session as much as you can while still 
paying attention.  Just don't go drifting all over the place or doing stupid things thinking 
you have a better agenda.  If you can't formulate a Sun Link, that's nothing beyond the 
norm, just direct your attention to the Instructional as someday, in the very near future, 
you are going to need all the FirePower you can get!  After this Training Session contact 
me direct and I'll teach you how to make a perfect Sun Link  no problem. 
 
        We're all aware of some of the things around us, our given place on Earth at the 
present time, et cetera, but True Akurians must be and remain both aware and 
cognizant of all Creation!  Too often we project into the Planes of Heaven and Depths of 
Hell without a thought as to WHERE we are in the vast expanse of the Earth Plane … 
the entire Physical Universe. 
        It's not necessary to learn the names and numbers of the various Galaxies, most of 
which look like a single star from Earth, but are actually huge Galaxies, sometimes like 
our own, or they wouldn't be visible to begin with.  Think about that!  Other than in our 
own Milky way, our own Galaxy, a single star, like our Sun, would be too small to be 
seen at such distances even with our most powerful land-based telescopes.  Orbiting 
telescopes using digital technology would pick up Sun-size units in close proximity of 
about 1,000-Million Light Years, but little more except for the Red Giants. 
        A notable example is Antares, because its radius is about 880 times the radius of 
the Sun and most of its light is in the infra-red spectrum  a Red Giant  well over 700-
Million miles in diameter; and at a distance of about 550 Light Years from Earth.  If the 
center of Antares were where the center of our Sun is, its surface would be somewhere 
between Mars and Jupiter.  Therefore, when you look at the sky at night at any part 
beyond or aside from the Milky Way, you're mostly looking at entire Galaxies containing 
hundreds of millions of Suns  Solar Systems  that by numbers alone should have some 
sort of compatible life into the millions of species just like our own. 
        Our Galaxy is somewhere between 100,000 & 125,000 Light Years across, about 
1,000 Light Years thick at the center, and contains about 300-400 Billion stars.  Just our 
Galaxy, not the whole Universe!  Our own Solar System is about two thirds of the 
distance from the center of our Galaxy  which in turn has a Black Hole named 
"Sagittarius A".  The next time we need a Black Hole for some deserving bastard, 
remember, there's one near by about 65,000 Light Years away! 
        The December 21st, 2012, date of dread is going to be pretty much a big bust, at 
least initially.  It's just one more day of the ending of a calendar.  A long calendar to be 
sure, that started on the same day as the Hebrew Calendar, 13th of August in this 
hemisphere and the 14th of August in the Asian hemisphere 3114 BC; but a calendar 
none the less.  The most important thing to remember is the Anunaki must present 
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themselves before The Most High and give full account of everything they have done, 
and everything they have left undone that ought to have been done; a lot of which is 
with respect to the Anusazi = US!  Their Audience will last until near the end of March, 
2013, and nobody knows WHAT The Most High will decide.  Nobody.  I don't expect 
Him to be too gentle with the Anunaki nor the Anunaki to be any less atrocious with US 
regardless of The Most High's decisions. 
        And if for THAT reason alone, the Akurians MUST develop more FirePower and 
learn to use it effectively BEFORE all Hell boils over the landscape.  Once pure Hell is 
ablaze in all directions its far too late to begin pissing on the fire!  Akurians need to have 
our fortifications in order, provisioned, manned and ready.  Fully empowered, the 
Akurians, can rewrite the entire script, and put our own Controlled Hell when and where 
we want it.  But nobody  as in nobody  including The Most High is going to do this for 
us.  This is OUR job, OUR responsibility, OUR duty.  And I damned well intend to make 
the most of it. 
 
        Thus a bit more foundation: 
        As Akurians we need to KNOW where we are in Creation  the Physical Universe, 
our own Galaxy, our own Solar System and on this planet.  And we need to KNOW 
where we are in the mix of all the Planes of Creation, both Heaven and Hell. 
        In order to do that, we must start at the bottom, and make ourselves a solid 
foundation.  Right here on Earth.  The best ability we have to do that is our Super 
Sense:  never leaving our body at all, just reading energies and forces and their origins 
and sources.  A couple of weeks ago I taught you about your Super Sense and gave a 
short course on how to use it within about 100 miles or so.  We're going to go through 
that basic training again, but with some far-reaching targets. 
 
        ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 
 
        When I command it  and NOT before  I want each of you to form a Body of Light 
within your own self for the sole and exclusive purpose  that is a critical point  for the 
sole and exclusive purpose of reading the energies and forces around you regardless of 
where in all Creation they are from.  You are NOT going to project anywhere.  Even out 
as far as the clothes you're wearing.  When I give the order to proceed  and NOT 
before   make a Body of Light within yourself for this sole and exclusive purpose.  This 
is a TEAM EFFORT!  Run ahead or fall behind and your are going to jackass.  But be 
warned, I'm more than a little tired of such jackassing and I've put some real disastrous 
wrappings in place for those who insist on 'their' efforts and will NOT work as a TEAM! 
        Once we get everybody on the same page, and hopefully nobody will go jackass 
on us, we'll run a few self-tests and then proceed to the prime objective. 
        Akurians, prepare to attack!  Newbies, form your Sun Link and pour its energies 
into this Training Session. 
 
        Akurians, on my command: 
        Close your eyes, open eyes will distract from your endeavors. 
        Form a Body of Light the exact size and shape of your physical body. 
        Keep your eyes closed. 
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        Now, endow your Body of Light with your physical senses on my order: 
        1st, endow your Body of Light with your own consciousness. 
        Keep your eyes closed. 
        2nd, endow your Body of Light with perfect, unlimited vision, even if you 
wear glasses. 
        Keep your eyes closed. 
        3rd, endow your Body of Light with perfect sense of touch. 
        Keep your eyes closed. 
        4th, endow your Body of Light with perfect sense of taste. 
        Keep your eyes closed. 
        5th, endow your Body of Light with perfect sense of smell. 
        Keep your eyes closed. 
        6th, endow your Body of Light with perfect sense of hearing. 
        Keep your eyes closed. 
        7th,  bind your Body of Light to retain all these senses. 
        Keep your eyes closed. 
 
        Now with your eyes closed, attempt to see your surroundings as you would 
with your eyes open.  Don't strain, let your charged Body of Light tell you  and if 
you're relaxed enough and not out somewhere in the wild blue yonder, you'll get a 
SENSE … that's right … SENSE of your surroundings that is beyond the 
understanding, comprehension, familiarity … whatever you want to call it … of 
the same area when seen with your physical eyes. 
        THAT is the mind-blower!  To SENSE over and above any other perspective.  
All your physical senses:  consciousness, sight, touch, taste, smell and hearing 
are merged into one Super Sense!  Expanding the capabilities of this Super 
Sense is all you're going to do.  Your Body of Light is going to remain right where 
it is, inside you. 
 
        You should be feeling all manner of energies and forces, some varying in 
temperature  some slightly warm and some slightly cool  and at the same time.  If you 
feel as though you are floating … you're doing things right!  Not only is our Planet Earth 
floating in space around our Sun, our Sun is floating in space around its Center Star 
Vega  that sometimes is our North Star due to Earth's Pole Wobble and its proximity 
near Polaris  that in turn is floating in space, around and around that Black Hole named 
"Sagittarius A".  Talk about circles running in circles! 
        Now, just for the hell of it, since YOU are as much a part of Creation as anything 
else in it, and without leaving your physical body, attempt to absorb some of that 
Universal Energy, any of it that feels good.  Reject anything that doesn't.  And for a 
moment, just float, and let those energies and forces tell you where they are from  and 
instantly you will know WHERE you are in all this vast territory.  There's no words to 
explain it, just an understanding of it.  And an immeasurable amount of energies you 
can use as FirePower! 
 
        Enjoy that for a few minutes, and KNOW you can get back to this State of Spirit 
any time you want to. 
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        Now, each of you need to come back from wherever you are … and pay attention 
to what we are going to do next now that you are charged with more FirePower than 
you ever imagined.  You need to be within the local Earth Energies and prepared to use 
our own Sun Energies. 
        You guessed it!  We're going to raise some Royal Hell in places that aren't nearly 
hot enough and rack some demonic bastards beyond their capability to immediately 
comprehend. 

DESTRUCTION OF ALL VOTER FRAUD, 
THE DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE, 
THE REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE, 

THE COMMUNIST PARTY USA, 
BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA  WILLIAM MITT ROMNEY 

and all 
MAJOR MEDIA 

20 May 2012  28 Iyyar  5772 

Firing Officer: 
 
        Guests, please remain in attendance and join us where you can. 
        Intruders and One World Government monitors BEWARE, your Eternal Soul is 
hereby condemned and without appeal except to the Supreme Lord of all High Lords 
El Aku ALIHA ASUR HIGH, He That Is Called By The Name of God. 
 
        The designated targets are: 
 
The DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE and affiliates: 
        [Need only be read once unless there is a new Akurian in presence.] 
         College Democrats of America (College Dems) 
        Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee (DCCC) 
        Democratic Governors Association (DGA) 
        Democratic Legislative Campaign Committee 
        Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee (DSCC) 
        US Senate Democratic Leadership 
        Young Democrats of America (YDs) 
 
The REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE and affiliates: 
        [Need only be read once unless there is a new Akurian in presence.] 
         College Republican National Committee (CRNC) 
        House Republican Conference 
        National Federation of Republican Women (NFRW) 
        National Republican Congressional Committee (NRCC) 
        National Republican Senatorial Committee (NRSC) 
        National Teen Age Republicans (TARs) 
        Republican Governors Association (RGA) 
        Young Republican National Federation (YRs) 
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The COMMUNIST PARTY USA and affiliates: 
        [Need only be read once unless there is a new Akurian in presence.] 
         Democratic Socialists Of America 
        Freedom Socialist Party 
        National Socialist Movement 
         Progressive Labor Party 
         Revolutionary Communist Communist Party USA 
        Socialist Equality Party 
        Socialist Party USA 
        Workers World Party 
        World Socialist Party Of The USA 
        Young Communists League 
 
        YESHAMA DELIAH!  (yeh-sha-ma de-lie-ah  On my/our Authority) 
        ASUM DE AL HMONGA! (as-um de al who-Mon-Ga  All energies hear me/us) 
 
        Horsemen, man your stations! 
        Akurians, prepare to attack! 
 
        Akurians, on my Command: 
         Visualize an image of the Sun, the source of all energy in this System.  Do 
not project!  Read the Sun with your Super Sense and attach all Powers, Energies 
and Forces of the Sun to your own Spiritual self, giving yourself all its infinite 
power to Create and Destroy. 
 
        By the Righteous Powers and Holy Authorities of my own I AM CONSCIOUS 
I, 

(Your Name)       , a       (Your Akurian Station)       , 

        By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 

        I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, 

intentions and endeavors of any and all persons, organizations, and any and all 

shadow organizations, members, affiliates and supporters thereof, public or 

clandestine, who intend or perpetrate VOTER FRAUD anywhere in these United 

States, Territories and Protectorates: 

        I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you 

and remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; 

neither the Heavens above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto 

Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated by all who know you existed; for you are 

vile, starvers, liars, murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt 

and hatred of all living minds. 

        For now and forever whatsoever you say is good, all shall know it is the most 

criminal deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do shall be infinitely 
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rejected throughout the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be 

an immediate damnation upon you and you shall not have any place of sanctuary, 

safety nor refuge anywhere in Creation. 

        You are hereby remanded to arrest and the custody of the Office of High 

Sheriff in and of the Jurisdiction of Perpetration of your crime of VOTER FRAUD, 

where you will Die the Death immediately as the Sun can accomplish. 

        You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to 

exist. 

        So it is spoken of you and any and all persons and organizations, and any 

and all shadow organizations, members, affiliates and supporters thereof, public 

or clandestine, who intend or perpetrate VOTER FRAUD anywhere in these United 

States, Territories and Protectorates; and so it is done! 

 

        Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release 

yourself from the total destruction of any and all perpetrators of VOTER FRAUD and 

prepare to attack. 

 

        Akurians, on my Command: 

         Visualize an image of the Sun, the source of all energy in this System.  Do 

not project!  Read the Sun with your Super Sense and attach all Powers, Energies 

and Forces of the Sun to your own Spiritual self, giving yourself all its infinite 

power to Create and Destroy. 

 

         By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 

        I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, 

intentions and endeavors of the DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE and any 

and all shadow organizations, members, affiliates and supporters thereof: 

        I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you 

and remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; 

neither the Heavens above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto 

Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated by all who know you existed; for you are 

vile, starvers, liars, murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt 

and hatred of all living minds. 

        For now and forever whatsoever you say is good, all shall know it is the most 

criminal deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do shall be infinitely 

rejected throughout the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be 

an immediate damnation upon you. 

        You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to 

exist. 

        So it is spoken of you DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE; and so it is 
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done! 

 

        Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release 

yourself from the total destruction of the DEMOCRATIC NATIONAL COMMITTEE and 

prepare to attack. 

 

        Akurians, on my Command: 

         Visualize an image of the Sun, the source of all energy in this System.  Do 

not project!  Read the Sun with your Super Sense and attach all Powers, Energies 

and Forces of the Sun to your own Spiritual self, giving yourself all its infinite 

power to Create and Destroy. 

 

        By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 

        I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, 

intentions and endeavors of the REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE and any 

and all shadow organizations, members, affiliates and supporters thereof: 

        I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you 

and remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; 

neither the Heavens above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto 

Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated by all who know you existed; for you are 

vile, starvers, liars, murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt 

and hatred of all living minds. 

        For now and forever whatsoever you say is good, all shall know it is the most 

criminal deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do shall be infinitely 

rejected throughout the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be 

an immediate damnation upon you. 

        You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to 

exist. 

        So it is spoken of you REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE; and so it is 

done! 

 

        Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release 

yourself from the total destruction of the REPUBLICAN NATIONAL COMMITTEE and 

prepare to attack. 

 

        Akurians, on my Command: 

         Visualize an image of the Sun, the source of all energy in this System.  Do 

not project!  Read the Sun with your Super Sense and attach all Powers, Energies 

and Forces of the Sun to your own Spiritual self, giving yourself all its infinite 

power to Create and Destroy. 
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        By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 

        I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, 

intentions and endeavors of the COMMUNIST PARTY USA and any and all 

shadow organizations, members, affiliates and supporters thereof: 

        I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you 

and remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; 

neither the Heavens above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto 

Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated by all who know you existed; for you are 

vile, starvers, liars, murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt 

and hatred of all living minds. 

        For now and forever whatsoever you say is good, all shall know it is the most 

criminal deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do shall be infinitely 

rejected throughout the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be 

an immediate damnation upon you. 

        You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to 

exist. 

        So it is spoken of you COMMUNIST PARTY USA; and so it is done! 

 

        Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release 

yourself from the total destruction of the COMMUNIST PARTY USA and prepare to 

attack. 

 

        Akurians, on my Command: 

         Visualize an image of the Sun, the source of all energy in this System.  Do 

not project!  Read the Sun with your Super Sense and attach all Powers, Energies 

and Forces of the Sun to your own Spiritual self, giving yourself all its infinite 

power to Create and Destroy. 

 

         By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 

        I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, 

intentions and endeavors of BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA and WILLIAM MITT 

ROMNEY and any and all manipulators, financiers, managers, publicists and 

supporters thereof: 

        I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you 

and remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; 

neither the Heavens above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto 

Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated by all who know you existed; for you are 

vile, starvers, liars, murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt 

and hatred of all living minds. 
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        For now and forever whatsoever you say is good, all shall know it is the most 

criminal deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do shall be infinitely 

rejected throughout the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be 

an immediate damnation upon you and you shall not have any place of sanctuary, 

safety nor refuge anywhere in Creation. 

        You are stripped and deprived of all credibility and all your efforts toward 

public indoctrination are exposed as deliberate lies and treasons against the 

Constitution of the United States and the Nation of the United States and all the 

Citizens thereof shall hold precious, and all the Citizens thereof shall despise you 

unto the very essence of your existence. 

        You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to 

exist. 

        So it is spoken of BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA and WILLIAM MITT ROMNEY 

and any and all manipulators, financiers, managers, publicists and supporters 

thereof; and so it is done! 

 

        Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release 

yourself from the total destruction of the BARACK HUSSEIN OBAMA and WILLIAM 

MITT ROMNEY and prepare to attack. 

 

        Akurians, on my Command: 

         Visualize an image of the Sun, the source of all energy in this System.  Do 

not project!  Read the Sun with your Super Sense and attach all Powers, Energies 

and Forces of the Sun to your own Spiritual self, giving yourself all its infinite 

power to Create and Destroy. 

 

         By Order of The Most High Lord of Spirits, ALIHA ASUR HIGH: 

        I call forth and demand the presence of any and all energies, forces, 

intentions and endeavors of all MAJOR MEDIA and any and all hosts, reporters, 

guests, members, affiliates and supporters thereof: 

        I now bind you one and all to immediate and infinite destruction:  I strip you 

and remove from you all AKASHA that you exist not anywhere in Creation; 

neither the Heavens above, this Earth beneath, nor the Depths of Hell unto 

Perditon.  You are nonexistent, hated by all who know you existed; for you are 

vile, starvers, liars, murderers, thieves, robbers, and worthy only of all contempt 

and hatred of all living minds. 

        For now and forever whatsoever you say is good, all shall know it is the most 

criminal deception and treason; whatsoever you shall say to do shall be infinitely 

rejected throughout the land; whatsoever you shall desire shall be denied and be 

an immediate damnation upon you and you shall not have any place of sanctuary, 
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safety nor refuge anywhere in Creation. 

        You are stripped and deprived of all credibility and all your efforts toward 

public indoctrination are exposed as deliberate lies and treasons against all the 

public shall hold precious, and all the public shall despise you unto the very 

essence of your existence. 

        You are stripped and deprived of all AKASHA and you shall not continue to 

exist. 

        So it is spoken of all MAJOR MEDIA and any and all hosts, reporters, guests, 

members, affiliates and supporters thereof; and so it is done! 

 

        Akurians, bind the Forces you have commanded to remain forever.  Release 

yourself from the total destruction of the MAJOR MEDIA and any and all hosts, 

reporters, guests, members, affiliates and supporters thereof and prepare to recharge 

yourself. 

 

         Visualize an image of the Sun, the source of all energy in this System.  Do 

not project!  Read the Sun with your Super Sense and attach all Powers, Energies 

and Forces of the Sun to your own Spiritual self, giving yourself all its infinite 

power to Create and Destroy. 

 

         VOAN KESLATA, PZNION BHSAT! (vone  kes-la-at  piz-now-on  beh-shat  As it 

is spoken, so let it be done!) 

 

        Horsemen, stand down. 

 

        ARE THERE ANY QUESTIONS? 

 

 

 

 
 

RINOs, DINOs, IINOs ... 

THROW ALL THE BASTARDS OUT! 

Where's the Birth Certificate? 

Where's the Constitution? 

Where are our Elected Officials? 


